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DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

BN 6101 Public Telephone Furniture
[Full Desk Model]

The Benner-Nawman BN 6101 is designed to attract credit card customers, business executives, salesmen, and VIPs who need to find a comfortable environment for making a coin telephone call. This desk model will increase usage of public telephones in specialized locations.

This unit will accommodate all U.S. made pay stations, including the Western Electric, Automatic Electric, and Centurion models. Separate circuit drawings are available to show how to install house phone to pay station instrument.

BN 6102 Public Telephone Furniture
[End Table Model]

Benner-Nawman's end table model incorporates the same features as the desk model with the exception of its smaller size. This unit can be used where space is a premium and where interior decor for the public telephone instrument is a must.

Both models are rated accessible to handi-cap patrons.

ARCHITECTURAL NOTES

Both Benner-Nawman coin telephone furniture units have high ratings for use in the following locations: banks and savings and loans; hotel and motel lobbies; corporation headquarters and similar lobbies; restaurants; bus depots; airport VIP lounges; hospital waiting rooms; and telephone business offices.

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Benner-Nawman's coin telephone furniture in dark walnut colors, blend in with most business interior decors. It is a distinctive new way to present a necessary service without detracting from interior design. The Benner-Nawman coin telephone furniture will attract the impulse coin telephone call.

The par-wood table top reduces scratchings and markings. As an optional feature, a suitable chair is available upon request.

Both desk model and end table model incorporate vertical telephone directory space for storage.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES:

The Benner-Nawman coin telephone furniture is made entirely of par-wood and high pressure laminate. The interior swivel backboard accommodates pay station and related apparatus including an area for anti-fraud devices. The standard color is of a dark walnut; however, other wood grains are available upon request as an option.

DIMENSION INFORMATION:

BN 6101
A Height Ground to Top ........ 30"  
B Width O.D.: .................. 48"  
C Depth O.D.: .................. 24"  
Net Shipping Weight: ....... 162 lbs.  
F.O.B.: ........ Denver, Colorado  

BN 6102
A Height Ground to Top ........ 30"  
B Width O.D.: .................. 24"  
C Depth O.D.: .................. 18"  
Net Shipping Weight: ....... 70 lbs.  
F.O.B.: ........ Denver, Colorado  
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